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Parallel Adaptive Mesh Refinement

for Electronic Structure Calculations*

Scott Kohnt John Weare$ Elizabeth Ong$ Scott Badenq

Abstract

We have applied structured adaptive mesh refinement techniques to the solution
of the LDA equations for electronic structure calculations. Local spatial refinement
concentrates memory resources and numerical effort where it is most needed, near
the atomic centersand in regions of rapidly varying charge density. The structured
grid representation enables us to employ efficient iterative solver techniques such as
conjugate gradients with multigrid precondkioning. We have parallelized our solver
using an object-oriented adaptive mesh refinement framework.

1 Introduction
Computational materials design seeks to accurately model the chemical properties of
important materials through computer simulation. Such simulations help scientists to
understand the chemistry of complex compounds and also guide the design of new materials.
One common first-principles approach used for electronic structure calculations is the Local
Density Approximation (LDA) of Kohn and Sham [14].

Over the past thirty years, computational scientists have developed various approaches
to solving the LDA equations. The most common and successful techniques in use today
include Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods that expand the LDA equations using
a planewave basis set [17] and LCAO (Local Combination of Atomic Orbitals) methods
that use a Gaussian basis set [1]. Other computational techniques include finite difference
methods on uniform grids [6, 4], wavelets [7], finite elements with prefinement (but not
spatial refinement) [19], and adaptive coordinate methods [9, 10].

We are primarily interested in studying systems that exhibit multiple length scales
and therefore require local spatial refinement [5]. Ideally, our basis set should adapt to
local changes in the electronic charge density, such as near atomic centers. Although
LCAO methods support a form ~f local refinement, they do not scale well with increasing
system size. Planewave methods do not readily support local adaptivity (although we are
currently investigating techniques to implement Fast Fourier ‘l?ranaforms over structured
adaptive mesh hierarchies). The adaptive coordinate method has been somewhat successful
in supporting spatial adaptivity; however, it is limited in the amount of local refinement
since large mesh deformations can result in numerical instabilities.
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We have developed a prototype LDA code based on structured adaptive mesh reikment
techniques using a fib element basis set. Adaptive methods nonuniformly place oomputa-

tions.1 @ort and memory in those portions of the problem domain with the highest error;

thus, adaptive codes can target systems that ~ difhdt or infeasible with other approaches.
In this paper, we d-be some of the coxnputational and numerical isemessurrounding

strictnred adaptive meshrdnerncnt methodsfir electronicstructuredculatimrs. Weald
presmt computationalresultsfor somesimplediatomicsystems. Althoughour adaptive
implementationis not @ competitivewiththe more mature pla.newave methods, we have
idemfied chariges that will improve the awuracy and competitiveness of the adaptive
approach.

2 The LDA IXpatfons
Tn the Local Densi~ Approximation, the electronic wavei%nctiona &e given by the solution
of the IIcnlinw KokSham eigenvaheequatiom

where the symmetric, indefinite LDA Hamiltonian W is

(2) N= (-V2 )~ +V..t +- v~(p)+ v=.(p).

The electronic charge densityis p(z) = ~~1 l~#i(z) 112,and IV is the munber of occupied
electron orbitals desrdbing the system. The eigenvectors (or waswfunctions) ~i We
orthonormal and Q is an eigema.he. In gener~ we require the lowest N eigenvalues and
associated eigemwctors. The Hartree poteatial V~ models electrcudectron repulsion and
is the solution t~ the -space or infinite domain Poisson problem

(3) V%H(Z)= -47rp(z), I’E(z) = oast’= ~]zl~-+=2.
VL+describes electron-ion interaction, and V.Cis the eleotron exchangmrrelation fict-
ional. Both VH and V& are fuactitmals of the electron densi@ end thus the Kohn-Sham
eigen~ue pmb~ernmmt be soIv~ self.-consistently.

The atomic core ~ singularities in V- create stHnees and conditioning problems for
the eigemdue equations. These singularities can be vernoved without much I.OSSof accuracy
by replacing the Coulomb attraction of the atomic centers using pseudopotentirds [11, 12].
Howwer, depending on the types of atoms in the system, V- may still be too st~ for
uniform grid methods. l%udopotentials may be softened, hut sofiex&g can introduce

artficial ph@s. Our adaptive approach h= ~n rnoti~atal by the n&d to aocuratiy

describe atoms such as oxy~tm or transition metals with stiff pseudopotentiaIs-

3 Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement for LDA
Suucturecladaptivemeshrtiment methodsrepxet partial dfierentialequationsusing
a hierarchyofnested,locallystructuredgrids. AIIgrids at the same levelof the hierarchy
have the same m-h spacing, but mxessive lcvck have fineTspacing than the ones
precedingit, providinga more accurate repremntatioaof the solution (see Figure 1).
Stmctured adaptive mesh techniques were originally deve~oped fir computational fluid
dynamics [2). .Qthough the data representtttions are similar, our eigenvalue problem has
very di.%rent mathematical properties ~d requires diflerent ~]s~re~ization t&qUes -d
solver algorithms.
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Grid Hierarchy Level O

FIG. 1. Three levels of a structured adaptiue

regions o~ high ewor, such as atomic centers in a

of each level is half of the previous coarser level.

3.1 Finite Element Discretization

Level 1 Level 2

mesh hierarchy. The eight dark circlesrepresent

matm”als design application. The mesh spacing

We discretize the Kohn-Sham equations (1) using the finite element method, which has
certain advantages over competing discretization techniques. Finite elements readily admit
local adaptivity. Finite element basis functions are very localized in space, interacting only
with their immediate neighbors, and therefore do not suffer from the scaling problems of
LCAO methods that use Gaussian b=is sets. Finally, the finite element approach provides a
consistent fkamework for defining operators across coarse-fine grid interfaces in adaptive grid
hierarchks, as opposed to finite difference discretizations that can result in nonsymmetric
operators with complex Kohn-Sham eigenvaluea.

The finite element approach expands the wavefunctions + in a bssis of M functions {#l}

i=l

and the Kohn-Sham equations are discretized using a Ritz formulation, resulting in the
discrete nonlinear eigen@ue problem

J~v~iv$+/ ~i(vezt + VH + v..)@ = 6
/

@i@, ~=l,..., M.

Xote that we have shown only one wavefunction # to simplify the notation; the full Kohn-

Sham equations involve a set of N @ coupled through the charge density and V. Our current
code uses a 3d trilinear basis element ~i and approximates the rightmost two integrals in
the above equation using the mid-point integration rule.

Numerical computations on i+tructured adaptive meshes consist of local array-based
calculations on refinement patches and ‘%x-up” computations on the boundaries of the
patches. Since computations are over structured domains, there is no need to explicitly
create and store a sparse matrix. Instead, all operations are performed matrix-fke. For
example, the code to compute the Laplacian over a grid hierarchy consists of a standard
27-point stencil kernel along with code to correct values at grid interfaces. In our particular
application, the time spent on boundary colnputations is less than about 10% of the time
spent on patch interiors.

3.2 Code Infrastructure and Parallelization
Structuredadaptivemeshappticatio~ are difficult to implement on parallel architectures
because they rely on dynamic, complicated data structures with irregular communication
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FIG. 2. Preconditioning becumes essential with incnmstkg local nfir=ned. These gruphs

wmpam the wnt?eqence of {a] an unpnxonditioned wnju.gate gmdi+wt method with (b] a rnultigrid-

preconditiowd cunjugaie grm%ent solver as the nwnber of ieds of adaptit~c rejinenwnt is wAs4.

The number of iterations is appmzimately pro~rtifmd to &c time pe~ @i poirbf.

~tt=m~. ~ $imPli& the d~e~opment of O*Mapplication, we ~ve developed ~ object-

oriented adaptive mesh softmwe irdktructure in c!++that prcwick M+lcvcl support for

structured adaptive mesh applications [1$].
Iwldly, PadeXsm in structured adaptive mesh applications lies across patches

at a particuhu level of tbe grid hierarchy. For example, the F-AC xmdtigrid method
(see Section 3.3.1) cycles through levels sequentially but computes in parallelacross the
refinement patches at each level. We hisve used the KeLP framework [8] to para!lelize work
at one leveI of the mesh hierarchy. KeLP provides high-level mechanimns that manage data
decomposition and irderprocessm communication for irregular block-structured applications
running on paraUeI xchitectures.

3.3 Numerical Solvers
One of the d~culties of the adaptive approach k that the condition number ofthe discrete
K&n-Sham equations is dependent o= the number of levels of refinement in the adaptive ‘
mesh hierarchy. As shown in Figure 2X iterative methods such es unprecorditioned
conjugate gradients require tw!ce as many iterations to converge with each new level of
adaptive rell.ncment (uuruhg a mesh tirmrnemt factor of two). ~scal adaptive mesh
computations such as the on= presented in Sec%ion -f need between two and four IeveIs of
adaptive reikernent, resulting in between two and sixteen times more iterations for a naive
solver. Thus, pmctieal and eflkient impkrwntations of the adaptive method require more
sophisticated numerical algorithms and precvuditioners-

3.3.1 FAC Multigrid The mult~ld method is a highly eScient and practical solver
for rnaqv elliptic partial differential equations. Multi@d is optimal in the sense that it

converges in a constant number of iterations independent of the size ad conditioning of
the linear system of equations.

We have implemented a mu&id preconditioned to accelerate the computation of the
Hartree potcutial (3). Weuse a variant of rndtigrid fix .mructured adaptive mesh hkmwch.ies
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called FAC (Fast Adaptive Composite) [16]. The advantage of FAC over competing adaptive
multigrid methods is that it provides a consistent framework for defining the composite grid
operator at interfaces between fine and coarse grids.

Figure 2b illustrates the performance of our Hartree solver with the FAC preconditioned.
(Although we could use FAC by itself without CG, the conjugate gradient wrapper provides
some extra stability to the iterative solver.) Preconditioning significantly reduces the time
to solution, especially for adaptive mesh h]erarchks with many levela of refinement. For
example, for an adaptive mesh with six levels, the FAC solver reduces the Hartree residual
by more than twenty orders of magnitude in the same time that the standard conjugate
~~adient method reduces it by only two orders of maOmitude.

3.3.2 Rayleigh Quotient Minimization The same types of condition number scaling
described in the previous Section for the Hartree equation (3) also apply to the Kohn-
Sharn eigenvalue problem (l). A naive iterative method such as steepest descent would
require too many iterations to converge for the adaptive approach. Therefore, we use an
eigenvalue solver technique developed by Longsine and McCormick called Simultaneous
Rayleigh Quotient Minimization with Subspace Diagonalization [15].

The bssic idea behind this approach is to take iterative steps that minimize the Rayleigh
C)uotient:

where ?4 is the Hamiltonian (2) of the Kohn-Sham equations. The algorithm begins by
freezing the nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian. It then cycles through the wavefunctions in
turn. For each wavefunction @i, it takes a small number of steps of the form ~~w + vi +ad,
where a minimizes the Rayleigh Quotient for that wavefunction,

! assuming all other wavefunct ions are fixed. Under the assumption that the Hamiltonian
operator is approximately linear about the location @i, the method can compute the step
size a efficiently without a nonlinear search. The step directions d are generated via a CG-
like process. After working through all wavefunctions, the solver performs a subspace

) diagonalization, which accelerates the convergence for the wavefunctions with outlying
eigenvalues.

4 Computational Results for Diatomic Molecules

To validate the adaptive mesh refi~ement approach, we have applied our adaptive techniques
to some simple diatomic problems whose LDA solutions are known. Figure 3 illustrates LDA
results and Morse fits for Be2, Li2, BeF, and F2. All computations were performed using
unfiltered Hamarm pseudopotentials [11] with between 200 x 103 (for Be2) and 370 x 103
(for F2) grid points per wavefunction.

The Be2 and Li2 systems are easily calculated using the planewave approach, and our
results match the planewave solutions. BeF is an example of a material with two very
disparate length scales: the Be pseudopotential is very soft and delocalized whereas the
F pseudopotential is very stiff and localized about the nucleus. Computations with an
unfiltered Hamann fluorine pseudopotential would require grids of size 1283 or larger for
the planewave method as compared to an equivalent of about 703 for the adaptive method.

The oscillations in the solution about-the Morse fit for BeF and F2 are due to accuracy
limitations in our current implementation of the adaptive method. We are currently using
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only second order finite elements, and our mid-point integration scheme does not preserve
the vadationa? nature of the finite ekznent fbrmdisrn. Obviously, these oscillations must
be eliminated before it is possible to _ately calcalate forces, which require derivatives
of the energy profile with respect to position. In the ftdlowing Section, we discuss future
development effbrts that will improve the accuracy of our adaptive code. ‘

5 Analysis and Fhtwe ~earch Directions
We ham imp~mted an ada~tiw mesh x~ement real-space code that solves the LDA
equations for matdals design. Our approachb uniquein that it supportslocal spatial
refinementof the cmnputatiod domain. Unfortnmatdy,our computationalnxndts for
simplediatomicsindicatethat our currentcodeis not yet mflicientlyaccurate to address
the classesof problemswe wish,to study,such as clusters containingtransitionmetals.
Ikmever,belnwwe identi& &ages that will improve the accuracy and computational
speed of the adaptiveapproach.
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FIG. 4. Convergence in total LDA energy as a junction of stencil order and mesh spacing for

a Be2 mokwle. These results suggest that a stih o~er 0(h6 ) stencil =wi=s appro=”matel~ half as

many points (.40 vs. 75 in each dimension) as a second order 0(h2) stencil jor the same millihatiree

accuracy. In three dimensions, this represents an eight-fold reduction in mesh size.

5.1 Higher Accuracy

Our current adaptive solver uses 3d trilinear elements that are 0(h2) accurate; these types of
elements are commonly used in the finite elements applications community. Unfortunately,

this low order means that we must use numerous mesh points to obtain the millihartree or

better accuracy desired for materials calculations. Figure 4 illustrates the slow convergence
in energy for the second order method as compared to the higher order methods. These
results were calculated for Bez on a uniform computational grid using various orders of
finite difference stencils. For millihartree accuracy, the second order method requires eight
times more points (in 3d) than a sixth order method. Equivalently, for the same number
of grid points, a sixth order method can provide 0.01 millihartree accuracy as compared to
only millihartree accuracy for the second order method.

We are currently developing an adaptive method that employs higher order elements
to improve the accuracy of the method and reduce memory requirements. We plan to use
either fourth or sixth order orthogonal elements [19]. Higher order methods should have
the additional benefit of reducing the number of levels of refinement and thus improving
the condition number of our numerical problems.

Another potential approach -employs nonuniform Fast Fourier !Ihnsforms over the
adaptive grid hierarchy. By exploiting the locally uniform grid spacing of a structured
hierarchy, we have been able to implement a fast O(N log N) transform for Id hierarchies.
We are currently developing a full 3d transform. Although this work is very preliminary, a
nonuniform FFT may offer the best of both worlds: spectral accuracy for reciprocal space
computations and local spatial refinement for real space computations.

5.2 Eigenvalue Solver Preconditioning

The computational results in Section 3.3.1 illustrate how a good preconditioning method
can significantly reduce the iteration count and thus time to solution. Although we have
been successful in developing good preconditioning techniques for the Hartree calculation,
we have not as yet developed an efficient precondltioner for our eigenvalue solver.

.
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Our Rayieigh Quotient solver is more ~cient than a steepest descent appr~ but
it Ml stdkrs from ectding problems with additional refinement levels. We are activelY
pursuing a mdtiievel preconditioning technique to reduce the number of iteratio~ rmed~
for convezgcnce. We are considering eitkcr a multigrid preccmditioner or a multilevel nodal
basis preconditioned [3]. Experbnents by Sung, Ong, and Weerc [18] b planewave methods
sknv the efkctiveness of muhilewl precortditkmers fm the eigenvalue equations.
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